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Chema Alvargonzalez & GlogauAIR
Chema Alvargonzalez was a conceptual multidisciplinary artist who
lived and worked between Barcelona and Berlin.
He lived the exciting events surrounding fall of the Berlin Wall in
1989 and the period following it. He studied at the HdK under the
direction of Rebecca Horn and obtained a Master of Fine Arts and
Multimedia in 1994. After his studies he materialised most of his
artistic works between both cities. During those periods where he
lived in Berlin he introduced several incoming artists to city and the
richness of its artistic scene.
He continued to do so informally until in 2006, when he founded
GlogauAIR, creating a meeting point between artists from all
disciplines to work in collaboration to expand their practice while
exploring and interacting with the city of Berlin.
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GlogauAIR is an art space and residency in a historic building in
Kreuzberg open to new ideas and interchange. Centered on the
principles of explore, create, and exhibit, the residency program
offers the use of a studio space in a historic building in Berlin and a
base in Kreuzberg from which to explore and discover the creative
side of the city.
At GlogauAIR, artists from diverse social and geographical
backgrounds find a place to develop their works in a
dynamic environment of coexistence, exchange of ideas and
internationalization. At the same time they get to know a new culture
and landscape in Berlin, getting influences from the city, which has
become a pioneering place for contemporary culture.
GlogauAIR continues the project began by its founder, the late
artist Chema Alvargonzalez. The pillars upon which GlogauAIR was
founded is an openness and receptivity to new ideas; an integration
of the international and local approaches and perspectives on
contemporary art. The four themes that can be recognized in this
prolific artist’s oeuvre are journey and migration, memory and loss,
experiment and chance, and the dream of a city. These themes
continue to form the foundation of GlogauAIR’s mission to support
the production of new creative work from local and international
artists today.

About Open Studios
On March 20th and 21st, 2020 GlogauAIR opens its doors to art
lovers and enthusiasts from all over Berlin, inviting them to visit 13
studios of contemporary artworks by GlogauAIR’s 15 resident artists
from nine countries across the world and the site-specific work of
So&So Studio in our project space. The works seen here are the
result of three or six months of intensive creation and production
right here at GlogauAIR and offer an immediate connection and
direct engagement with creation right at the source.
Arriving on the first floor of GlogauAIR, performance artist Imke
Zeinstra creates images that capture the everyday while alluding
to the past to embody an archive of what the qualifications are to
be a feminist. Next door, Sònia Toneu’s body of work combines
geometric structures and free traces, vibrant colours, maps, circuits
and horizons in which she translates sounds, lights, movements,
structures and natural energies. Artist, scholar, and mathematician
Ian Jehle presents elements from a collaborative project titled
The Architecture of Music with Edwina Chen, exploring how
mathematics can be used to precisely translate music into threedimensional form. Across the hall you will find NANA & FELIX, an
artist duo exhibiting a large-scale drawing and the first months of a
year-long series of date paintings portraying actual, possible and
alternating realities of South Korea and Finland. Fibre-artist Astrid
Lloyd’s installation, Spinnmaschine 2, suggests powerful elemental
forces of the spinning wheel and bicycle, which could be thought
of as totems of German culture and folklore, while also calling into
question our current ecological circumstances.
Travelling up to the second floor, Ilknur Demirkoparan, journeys
through the abstract language of Turkish Kilim; tweaking the
generative algorithm of her digital paintbrush, she disperses the
iconic hard-edged, geometric motifs into patterns of scattered
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dots and recreates them as paintings and sculptural objects.
Multimedia artist Frank WANG Yefeng’s project titled BIRDS
combines animations, digital sculptures, and research maps,
which he will show for the first time at GlogauAIR. Spanish PhD
student Daniel Dobarco’s work explores the aesthetic connections
between contemporary practice and rites and rituals of the carnival,
questioning along the way how a man can lose his natural identity
by adopting the character of war. Olivia and Madeleine Peters are
multidisciplinary artists from Toronto, Canada. Together, the sisters
work as “EMILIJAH” to explore the intersection of time, nostalgia,
and spatial awareness through film, photography, sound, and color.
Artist and professional luthier Marcos Kaiser Mori’s project for
the residency makes a fictional point of convergence between the
writings of three German-language authors and the building where
the residency takes place at GlogauAIR, an old school built in the
late 19th Century.
One more floor awaits, with Junyi Lu, pursuing an abstract and
effective visual expression with ambiguous gender and minimal
body features in fictional scenes where components are attached
to symbolic meanings to create narratives. Pamela Guest, a
professional illustrator and animation artist, presents new work
developed by retracing steps of documented memories, writings
and retellings of childhood stories. Valdrin Thaqi’s artistic practice
shifts between installation, experimental painting and sculpture,
and considers the materials and the process itself as alchemical,
where it creates new properties and meaning.
Our inaugural Berlin Guest Residents So & So Studio activate the
project space where they present Perceived Space, a site-specific
installation piece for GlogauAIR that articulates the studio’s use of
collage as an intuitive exploration and questioning of how people
perceive and experience space.
Thank you all for coming to this edition of GlogauAIR’s Open
Studios where you get to see art as it happens.

Resident
Artists
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1st FLOOR
Imke Zeinstra

(studio 11)

www.imke-zeinstra.nl

Sònia Toneu

(studio 12)

www.soniatoneu.com

Ian Jehle

(studio 13)

www.ianjehle.com

NANA & FELIX

(studio 14)

www.nana-felix.com

Astrid Lloyd

(studio15)

www.astridlloyd.ca

2nd FLOOR

Ilknur Demirkoparan

(studio 21)

www.ilknur.studio

Frank WANG Yefeng

(studio 22)

www.wangyefeng.com

Daniel Dobarco

(studio 23)

www.danieldobarco.wixsite.com/artist

Olivia & Madeleine Peters
www.emilijah.com

Marcos Kaiser Mori

(studio 25)

www.cargocollective.com/container

3rd FLOOR
Junyi Lu

(studio 31)

www.junyilu.com

Pamela Guest

(studio 32)

www.pamelaguest.com

Valdrin Thaqi
@ valdrinnthaqi

(studio 33)

(studio 24)
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Imke Zeinstra
Netherlands

studio
11

www.imke-zeinstra.nl
@imkezeinstra

Imke Zeinstra is a Dutch performance artist who lives in
Rotterdam. In 2015, she graduated from AKV| St. Joost Breda in
Fine Arts. In the following years after her graduation, she focussed
on performing live, participating in international events and
workshops, including the activities and program of the locationindependent Performance Bar project.
To embody an archive of what the qualifications are to be a
feminist, Zeinstra creates images that capture the everyday while
alluding to the past. Finding inspiration in advertisements as well
as old myths, her playful commentary demands the question: What
does it mean to be female?
Perhaps it’s not even a question of being female but of being
human. By exposing the psychological or even the emotional
against the rational, her performances reveal the universal desire
to be loved. She represents the inner struggle between the desire
to be gracious and admired, and the destructive side that breaks
through that obsession again. Her work depicts a pleasurable
beauty that slowly unfolds to the powerlessness that balances
between horror and pleasure.
During her time at GlogauAIR, Zeinstra created a series of photo
and video work based on her live performances. Using her body as
her primary medium, she continues to challenge the notions of what
is considered aesthetically pleasing, pornographic, or romantically
idealized—and if true feminism can be represented at all.

logo

Forget me (k)not (2020)
digital c-print, part of a series
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Sònia Toneu
Spain

studio
12

www.soniatoneu.com
@soniatoneu

Sònia Toneu grew up in an isolated country house in the
northeastern Spain, a fact that made her relationship with nature
very close during her childhood. Her interest in the landscape
was cultivated together with the influence of music. She has
been playing the piano for years and it is an important part of
her aesthetics. Toneu has been selected as a finalist in several
international painting contests and artistic residencies and her
works have been exhibited in galleries and contemporary art fairs
through Europe.
After her studies in art at the Escola Massana in Barcelona,
Toneu travelled to cities and remote places across Europe.
That experience cultivated an interest in the representation of
landscape, sound and urban architecture in her work. Toneu’s body
of work is a combination of geometric structures and free traces,
vibrant colours, maps, circuits and horizons in which she translates
sounds, lights, movements, structures and natural energies of her
experiences.
The focus of the project developed at GlogauAIR is the exploration
of the Berlin landscape, its history and the transition from physical
to emotional space through the reverberation in time. Experimental
works of painting, drawing, sound and installations will generate
a sensorial description of the city blocks, walls and emotional
borders that make up the subjective landscape and the current
soul of Berlin.

logo

Visible borders, invisible walls (2020)
mixed media
dimensions variable
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Ian Jehle
Canada

studio
13

www.ianjehle.com
@ianjehle

Ian Jehle is a Canadian artist and teacher based in Berlin and
Washington DC. He is currently on the faculty at American
University in Washington DC and previously was head of
engineering at the construction firm P&J Arcomet. Jehle studied
computer science, mathematics, philosophy and visual arts at
American University, Kansas City Art Institute, Brandeis University
and Columbia University.
Jehle’s work focuses on the intersection of math, engineering and
visual arts. His large-scale math-based installation projects are
often participatory in nature, using games, puzzles and live events
where participants are invited to create works of art by following a
simple set of mathematical rules.
Jehle considers his teaching an important part of his art-making
process and often includes groups of students in the design and
implementation of his project based works.
Jehle is currently working on a collaborative project titled “The
Architecture of Music” with architect and musician Edwina Chen.
This project examines how mathematics can be used to precisely
translate music into three-dimensional form. Phase 1 of their
project, titled “The Shape of Sound” was presented at GlogauAIR
earlier this year as part of the Vorspiel/Transmediale 2020 festival.

logo

Faure’s Requiem - 8 bars - Model 0.1.2 (2020)
3D rendering
dimensions variable
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NANA & FELIX
South Korea & Finland

studio
14

www.nana-felix.com
@nanaandfelix

NANA & FELIX are a Korean-Finnish artist duo, active since 2012.
They started working together during their MA studies at Aalto
University, Finland. Nana previously graduated with a BA and MA
in Fine Art at Chelsea College of Art & Design, UAL, UK. Felix
graduated with a BA in Photography and Visual Communication at
IDEP, Barcelona, Spain.
The artist duo’s work is conditioned by them coming from, and
living between two very different cultures. Their work deals with
and is shaped by the disparities between the portrayals of the
(supposedly shared) reality these cultures produce. Their work
process consists of re-adapting and recycling prominent art
historical canons, both from East and West. In doing so they aim
to comment on, or rather make incisions to, the cultural narratives
that condition the ways we see and interact with the world.
During their stay at GlogauAIR, they are working on a series
of reinterpreted landscapes that portray actual, possible and
alternating realities of South Korea and Finland. ‘Koti Ikävä’ (Home
Sick/Sad), is a large-scale drawing in two parts. The first one
depicts an industrial cityscape that, in lack of perspective and order,
almost becomes organic. The other portrays a natural landscape
so well maintained that it becomes industrial. ‘SEL2020HEL’ is a
year-long series of date paintings in which the air quality readings
of Helsinki and Seoul are translated into colour, forming an entirely
new landscape based on air.

logo

Koti Ikävä (Home Sick/Sad) (2020)
pen on paper
total of 35 drawings
29,7 x 42 cm each
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Astrid Lloyd
Canada

studio
15

www.astridlloyd.ca
@astridroselloyd

Astrid Lloyd is a fibres-based artist from Canada working across
visual, performing and architectural fields. She holds a B.A.
Political Studies (University of Saskatchewan), B.F.A. Studio Arts
(University of Saskatchewan), M.F.A. Fibres and Material Practices
(Concordia University).
Craft, gender, labour and worth are typical considerations for artists
working in fibres (where ‘fibres’ could be defined as the Canadian
spelling of anything with which one can tie a knot, and the term
commonly used in contemporary arts language to refer to artworks
that are more 3-dimensional than their flatter counterparts, ’textiles’).
All being true, it is curiosity about patterns and the activities therein
that drives Lloyd’s work. What are the structures and mechanisms
deep within and far outside? And what does any of it have to do
with freedom?
In the midst of global ecological catastrophe, Lloyd’s work at
GlogauAIR begins with timeless and time-loaded questions of
humanity: What have we done? What are we doing? What will we
do? And, confronted with devastation, how can we have hope?
In as much as the spinning wheel and bicycle could be thought
of as totems of German culture and folklore, Lloyd’s installation,
Spinnmaschine 2, suggests that spinning and twisting are powerful
elemental forces. It may seem as though we are spinning our
wheels in futile efforts, but the pedaling makes magic happen.

logo

Spinnmaschine 1 (2019)
steel wire and repurposed parts
dimensions variable
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Ilknur Demirkoparan
Turkey & United States

studio
21

www.ilknur.studio
@ilknur.demirkoparan

Ilknur Demirkoparan is a Turkish-American transmedia artist.
Demirkoparan holds an MFA in Art from California Institute of the
Arts and a BA in Art from University of California, Riverside. She is
the recipient of Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and Max H. Gluck
Foundation fellowship awards. She is also a member of the artist
duo, The Ironbreaker Sisters. Demirkoparan lives and works in
Portland, Oregon.
Her interdisciplinary practice evokes the baffling and often bizarre
narratives of identity and otherness. She mixes traditional and new
media, physical and virtual, static and time-based to venture into
the many layers of existence. While her earlier work traces the
stereotype of “The Turk” in western art and literature by exploring
the mechanisms of power that enable such fantasies of otherness,
her later work looks at the embrace of hyper-accentuated otherness
as a form of resistance.
In her current body of work, Demirkoparan journeys through the
abstract language of Turkish Kilim; a craft historically practiced by
women artisans. By tweaking the generative algorithm of her digital
paintbrush, she disperses the iconic hard-edged, geometric motifs
into patterns of scattered dots and recreates them as paintings
and sculptural objects. For her, this is a journey of coming back
to reckon with one’s own sense of self; an act of weeding out the
social, political, and economic impositions of her contemporary
time.

logo

Untitled Nº 2 (2019)
oil on canvas
60,96 x 60,96 cm
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Frank WANG Yefeng
China

studio
22

www.wangyefeng.com
@this.frank.wang

Frank WANG Yefeng originally from Shanghai, China is an
interdisciplinary artist who works across media including
Experimental 3D animation, Video Art, 3D printing and installation.
Yefeng’s practice produces an absurd and poetic entanglement of
reality and fantasy. Travelling and seeking-home as an immigrant
remain at the center of his storytelling, where his uncanny movingimages and non-linear narratives challenge the Spectacle and
fast-paced commodification of digital visual culture.
Yefeng received an MFA in Art and Technology Studies at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2011 and currently serves
in the Digital Media Curriculum as an Associate Professor at Rhode
Island College. His work has been exhibited in numerous venues
including BRIC Biennial (Brooklyn, NY), File Festival (Sao Paulo,
Brazil), Governors Island Art Fair (NY), El Museo Cultural de Santa
Fe (NM), Gene Siskel Film Center (Chicago, IL), International
Festival Les Instants Video (Marseilles, France), Festspielhaus
Hellerau (Dresden, Germany), etc.
Currently, Yefeng is working on an on-going project titled “BIRDS”,
which synthesizes animations, digital sculptures, and research
maps that exist as drawings. The project transforms photos of
birds’ graffiti captured in cities to 3D animated characters, and
depicts experiences of people’s moving with poems he wrote.
Through the project, Yefeng tends to explore the truth behind
the phenomenon of Glomad (global nomad), emigration and the
emotional transformation during our forced or chosen relocations.
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BIRDS - Volume I (2020)
3D animation
4K single channel video, 2.1 sound, 12 minutes 52 seconds
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Daniel Dobarco
Spain

studio
23

www.danieldobarco.wixsite.com/artist
@danieldobarco

Daniel Dobarco is a painter based in Valencia, Spain. He is
currently doing his PhD at Polytechnic University of Valencia. He
has participated in multiple group exhibitions including a show at
Marte, Contemporary Art Fair in Castellón (Spain).
During his stay in Berlin, Dobarco suggests the creation of a
theoretical-practical pictorial project, sculptural and installation work,
as an extension of his doctoral thesis under the title “From carnival
to simulacrum carnival, Carnival art in the world of transparency”.
The main subject is the carnival as a strategy to create aesthetic
thinking. His work explores the aesthetic connections between
contemporary practice and rites and rituals of the carnival. This
contains many of the elements that he has previously developed
in his artwork, such as eroticism, reversal, alterity or deviation from
the obvious to the obtuse sense. Thus generating a complex world
in which it is difficult to find a story in the painting, the image speaks
by itself, without reaching the purely narrative.
The installation during Open Studio shows the act of war in ancient
times, from the Middle Ages to the present. Through the concept of
man as a war machine he questions: how a man can lose his natural
identity by adopting the character of a war organism by means of
rituals, military formations, war machines, uniforms, camouflage,
military symbols, etc.
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Draco (2019)
oil, spray and marker on canvas
162 x 130 cm
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Olivia & Madeleine Peters
Canada

studio
24

www.emilijah.com
@emilijah_

Olivia and Madeleine Peters are multidisciplinary artists from
Toronto, Canada. Together, the sisters work as “EMILIJAH”, a
moniker inspired by their maternal great-grandmother. The sisters
seek to explore the intersection of time, nostalgia, and spatial
awareness through film, photography, sound, and color. Olivia
and Madeleine work in the moment and for the moment. They
interchange roles (mostly telepathically), moving from producer
to director, cinematographer to editor, composer to colourist.
They are inspired by the beauty of the mundane. Spontaneity
is embraced; if the light is right, drop everything and film it. It is
this fluidity and quietness that enables the sisters to capture their
subjects in intimate and organic moments.
Olivia and Madeleine’s work contrasts the universal elements of
time against one’s individual experience. How does one visualize
time? Is it a circle? A straight line? Does it bend, twist, break, or
jump? How does one’s visualization of time impact how they live
their life and look back upon it? Where do the years go as they
continue to roll by? Where are memories stored? In a palace? In
taste? In the clouds? How can this visualization change or decay
with age? And how does this recollection span generations and
inspire future generations?
Where do we go to remember?

logo

An Era, Repetition (2020)
photograph
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Marcos Kaiser Mori
Brazil

studio
25

www.cargocollective.com/container
@marcos_kaiser

Marcos Kaiser Mori, born in São Paulo 1974, holds a Master of
Arts degree in Music Technology (London Metropolitan University,
2011) and Bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts-sculpture (São Paulo
University, 2008), having previously studied music at the same
institution. He works in Brazil as a full-time Lute maker while
conducting research and academic studies on his subject interests
in sculpture and contemporary art.
Marcos Kaiser Mori’s project for the residency takes as a starting
point the writings of three German-language authors - Robert
Walser, Bruno Schulz and Franz Kafka - and a fictional point of
convergence between their writings and the building where the
residency take place at GlogauAIR, an old school built in the late
19th Century.
Through the re-enactment of past events that may have happened
in the classroom turned studio, and the use of a set of techniques of
drawing where the removal of material makes the final image, the
temporary habitant of this studio hopes to pursue the dream-state
conveyed by the authors while producing works that address his
main interest: time, and its effects on transformation, conceptual
shifting, corruption and memory.
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Untitled (2020)
chalk on blackboard
210 x 160 cm
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Junyi Lu
China

studio
31

www.junyilu.com
@junyiluu

Junyi Lu is an artist born in 1996 in Guangzhou, China. She
received a BFA degree at Maryland Institute College of Art in
2018. Lu specializes in paintings in various mediums. Her works
create absurd scenes evoking subtle responses, which convey a
philosophical view on one’s existence in the universe, in relation to
both society and nature.
Inspired by the Dao idea in Taoism, Lu believes that there is a
primitive pattern that existed before the invention of social structures
including language, law, and morality. While modern civilization
is like a game that humans play with themselves, conflicts with
the neglected natural system occur frequently and grow larger
over time. With awareness of the global events happening at the
moment, such as the Australia bushfires and the Coronavirus
outbreak in China, it becomes more important than ever to draw
attention back to the fundamental relationship between humans
and nature.
Pursuing an abstract and effective visual expression, Lu sets
figures with ambiguous gender and minimal body features in
fictional scenes where components are attached with symbolic
meanings to create narratives. She manipulates different materials
and mediums to form multiple layers within objects and nuance in
space. The juxtaposition of the absurd imagery and its methodical
finish is designed to leave a dumbfounded sense of humor with the
audience.
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The Language On Your Skin (2020)
oil, acrylic, soil on canvas
150 x 150 cm
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Pamela Guest
United States

studio
32

www.pamelaguest.com
@pamelaguest_

Pamela Guest, born in 1995 in Quito, Ecuador, is a multidisciplinary
artist, a Princess Grace Film Award recipient and is currently
based in Brooklyn, New York. In 2018, she received her BFA from
the Pacific Northwest College of Art in Portland, Oregon with a
focus on animation. Since then, she’s worked in news journalism
and editorial illustration.
Guest’s longer works are comprised of installation, animated
documentary and short form video. Although expanding across
mediums, her work is made cohesive through experimentation
with color, composition and her constant manifestation of
organized chaos. In Guest’s most recent work, she analyzes
topics surrounding personal narrative, family archive, and the idea
of home as a non-site-specific space. Through retracing steps
of documented memories, writings and retellings of childhood
stories, she finds links and metaphors in animation that relate the
sense of repetition, meditation and routine to the idea of finding
home within oneself. She currently finds inspiration in unoccupied
spaces, funny signage, postcards from friends, objects found on
the street and mom’s cooking.
During her stay in GlogauAir, Guest is working on an installation
called “Pacing Across the Room Until Someone Notices”, in which
she will play with digital collage, object making, animation and
painting in order to create an environment that facilitates selfreflection and acts as a working archive, maybe even a small
iteration of what home could be.
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Rodeo (2020)
digital collage
100 x 70 cm
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Valdrin Thaqi
Kosovo

studio
33

@valdrinnthaqi

Valdrin Thaqi is a Kosovar multidisciplinary artist. He graduated
from the University of Arts in Prishtina, Kosovo and has been part
of numerous exhibitions like “It’s been a while since I saw a cloud in
the sky”, a solo show at Motrat Gallery/ “Are our memories history?”
in Kosovo National Art Gallery (2018) and received the prize “Young
Artists Award 2019” from the Kosovo National Art Gallery.
Valdrin Thaqi’s artistic practice shifts between installation,
experimental painting and sculpture. The materials in his body
of works are often innovative, contrary in relation and carefully
constructed, to the point of revealing its function and its relation to
the concept. He considers the materials and the process itself as
alchemical, in the sense that it transcends from a supposed state
to a certain point where it creates new properties and meaning.
Intuitive and poetic, Thaqi’s work involves the audience in a very
intimate interaction offering a noetic experience. Besides his
personal experiences and observations as an artist, his work is
influenced by philosophy, existentialism, and absurdity related in
the processes, states and events in the real world.
The project “Empathic/Synthetic” developed during the residency
in GlogauAIR, emphasizes the human impact on the environment.
Introducing a mythical creature - Wolpertinger - as a symbol of
human empathy and unconscious desire to alter the natural form,
following with three other synthetic sculptures, Thaqi embodies the
uncanny fiction into a tangible world.

logo

Empathic/Synthetic (2020)
installation
40 x 40 cm
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Project
Space

logo

So & So Studio
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www.soandsostudio.com
@the.concrete.project

So & So Studio

So & So Studio is an anonymous design practice based in Berlin.
The natural convergence of their artistic and architectural languages
is evident within their growing body of works, between the Europe
and the USA. Blurring the lines between intuition and refinement
through each of their creative interventions, they continue to critique
and question the built and unbuilt environment around them. Their
work is playful in nature with a process that is fun, iterative and at
times inappropriate.
The work of So & So Studio ranges in scale and focus from
architectural design through urban discourse, product development
and art installations. Regardless of project nature or scope, So &
So Studio seizes every opportunity to connect today’s relevance in
architectural thinking to the people that are occupying those spaces.
Perceived Space, So & So Studio’s use of collage as both a
medium and a method to define three-dimensional space acts
as a departure from contemporary orthodoxy, and challenges
the conventional perception of physical space. Thinking through
collage media, they begin each project with completely unfiltered
artistic intuition. Exploring tangible ways to bring the collage to life,
they expand the art to an interactive scale, unique to each space.
The collage becomes a model for spatial communication.
Their latest piece articulates the studio’s use of collage as an
intuitive exploration and questioning of how people perceive and
experience space.

Theater Node (2018)
Guerilla Urbanism
4 x 16 m
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Memoria Artística Chema Alvargonzalez
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